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Abstract

This study aims to operationalize the theory of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) with self-image motives as symbolic meaning for Electric Vehicle (EVs) adoption. EVs in urban city like Jakarta is expected to grow in near future, the vehicle contributes to the reduction of air pollution and greenhouse. Unlike the conventional, EVs has emerged as sustainable transportation one. However, switching mode speed of consumer mobility and the acceptance of new technology is still undefinable and required to explore deeply on the potential buyer segments of EVs based on integrative approach of ‘perceived benefits-attitude-intention’. This research applied the theory of TAM to construct the model of EVs adoption. The mediating role of pro-environmental motives and pro-innovative motives are examined. This study also aims to synthesize evidence on self-image in various aspects of electric vehicle motives. Data were collected from various Scopus database indexed from 2019-2023 and direct in-dept interview with EVs drivers to set an agenda of debate on self-image and adoption of electric vehicle. The findings confirm that the consumer intention to adopt EVs were significant and positively effects the attitude. They are two distinct sets of consumer motives toward EVs adoption are pro-environmentalist and pro-innovativeness. This study provides new grounding for the existing EVs literature. The implications are recommended, which may offer deeper insight for policymaker and prominent scholars to encourage EVs adoption and direct the future research for global urban city.
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Introduction

The market of electric vehicle (EV) in Indonesia is picking momentum to grow with increasing demand, greater intention to drive, and improving charging infrastructure. Several initiatives have been taken by government to decarbonize the road transport systems and promote the adoption of EV. The total population of Indonesia is around 270 million people (BPS, 2022) are expected to drive 13 million EV by 2030 and to create net zero emission (NZE) by 2060 (ESDM, 2023). EVs is categorized into cars and e-scooters (Bösehans et al., 2023), both products are characterized by mass and low-cost mobility transportation. However, EVs popularity are increased due to its concern on environmental issues and unique innovation provided (Li et al., 2022; Ju & Hun Kim, 2022). The Indonesia government is susceptible country to environmental changes. The govt expects to decrease the people consumption of fossil energy for vehicle due its high contribution of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. Study done by (Shakeel, 2022) on climate change prove several decease that attach the human health contributed by carbon dioxide from fossil fuels and contaminated floodwater.

The development and adoption of EV technology has increased around the globe with more than 450 EV cars model (Hopkins et al., 2023). The EVs ecosystems highlighted the importance of saving energy consumption, promotes environmentally friendly e-mobility and economically sustainable, the Indonesian EV industry is still nascent and newly industrialized which along the government vision for 2045. The report from Indonesia ministry of energy and mineral resources, cited that they are around 63,105 EVs operated in Indonesia (ESDM, 2023), and 1,500 EVs are operated in Jakarta. The trends of driving EVs has increased significantly due to the tax subsidies, benefits, regulations and financial incentive policies provided by the government. The urban city like Jakarta, Bandung, Semarang, Surabaya, Medan, and Makassar affects transition and wider adoption of EVs because of availability of public charging station as well as home-charging infrastructure (Utami et al., 2020).

In general, the consumer awareness of electric vehicle as vehicle technology advancement and slower accept the technology innovation as alternate fuel options (Jaiswal et al., 2022). Concerning the global initiative...
of climate change and greenhouse, the principle government like Jakarta have either initiated EVs promotion or contemplating the policies related to the greenhouse mobility (Habich-Sobiegialla et al., 2018; Ghadikolaei et al., 2021; Cruz-Jesus et al., 2023). Electric vehicle are viewed as future vehicle with high innovation in technology (Schiavo et al., 2021) and else, innovation can elevate environment sustainability (Cruz-Jesus et al., 2023). In this regards, future EVs could become a real competitor in automotive industry. Even though lower energy densities, EVs is still identified with high price (Tang et al., 2023) and higher charging time (Murugan & Marisamynathan, 2022), yet the upcoming new models in electric vehicle has changed the market demand and consumer acceptance of technology (Singh et al., 2023).

Jakarta air quality (2023) report the air quality is satisfactory and moderate with 127 that measure the type of air pollution called PM 2.5 (AQI, 2023). Jakarta has experienced the clean air during covid-19, that why the government supposed to improve air quality and seen as the benefits of EVs. Moreover, stronger regulatory “push” the EVs market development. Previous issues discuss in the market is about charging station and its infrastructure. Public charging station (Limon et al., 2023) plays an important role in distributing electricity to EVs battery and must be widely accessible and located in major spaces of public transportation point in Jakarta such as Wang Plaza, Humble house, Cheongdam garden, Hotel Mercure, Lippo Mall puri, Lippo mall kemang, Lippo Pluit village, and Hotel Santika Premier (Carmudi, 2023).

In this direction, the present study on electric vehicle implies the analysis of technology acceptance from drivers’ perspective and uses in-dept interviews to fill the gap and reveals the self-image motives behind the attitude, behavior intention, and EV adoption in urban city like Jakarta. According to Li (2022) self-image refer to the individual point of view in the form of human activities (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022). Self-image may distinct the people from its environment in encouraging the specific products during its purchase intention. Purchase intention behavior may affected by motivating factors of actual adopters such as battery charge, driving range, and convenience charging station (Salari, 2022). The perspective of products response may lead to self-stimulation as a symbol of wisdom and virtue by their function, form, color, and size (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022). However, consumer often employs symbolic meaning of products for their self-image and behavior and ensure the quality and function of EVs could fulfill their demands. Thus, consumer self-image may lead to stronger early adopters in electric vehicle market industry (Priessner et al., 2018; van Heuven et al., 2021; Plananska & Gamma, 2022).

Earlier researchers introduce Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) as driven factor for consumer purchase behavior toward adopting electric vehicle and acceptance of technology has been explained in various literature of sustainable transportation (Habich-Sobiegialla et al., 2019; Tanvir & Hamzah, 2020; Dutta & Hwang, 2021; Loengbudnark et al., 2022; Limon et al., 2023). However, some scholars critically argued the green product and perceived green value as subjected to environmental concern and pro-environmentalist (Hamzah & Tanvir, 2021). The classical approach of TAM, pioneered by Davis (1989) to considers the positive cognitive beliefs based on technology innovation and attributes (Jaiswal et al., 2021). Other theory namely theory of reasoned action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1980), and theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen, 1991) also employed cognitive behavioral theories as well (Jaiswal et al., 2022). Most of the theories stressed on the cognitive measure such as financial incentives (Munshi et al., 2022), social equity (Hopkins et al., 2023), price sensitivity (Öztas Karlı et al., 2022), and psychological attributes (Li, Wang, & Xie, 2022) to describe user behavioral intention to adopt electric vehicle.

The study done by Jaiswal (2022) extend the theory of acceptance technology into TAM2 which include subjective norms as an external construct. Tanvir and Hamzah (2020) have studied the significance of trust in the preference of electric vehicle and the acceptance of EVs technology such as battery charging time, navigation systems, cooling systems, and other physical attributes of vehicle (Tanvir & Hamzah, 2020). TAM theory has covered perceived usefulness or benefits, perceived ease of use, and behavioral intentions as the major components that donates to the degree of technology acceptance. Vafaee-Zadeh et al., (2022) have discuss the impact of perceive usefulness of technology has impact on attitude. EV technology may be used to change the automotive industry and set new target consumers with incentive policies (Utami et al., 2020). Butt & Singh, (2022) have studied extended TAM into two predictors called perceived usefulness and ease of use to identify behavioral intention of consumers in using new technology and innovation.

This research provides ground study for scholars not just understand the reason for adoption of electric vehicle, but also in terms of providing theoretical analysis of technology acceptance and challenges in adoption of EV for future green transportation. The comprehensive framework of this study exposes the elements of environmental and innovation issues between technology acceptance and image of drivers. The antecedents of EV adoption may result to high quality research literature. This paper is organized to present the review of user technology acceptance model which represent the literature and theoretical background. Next research methodology is discussed and the finding or results of the analysis. Finally, the theoretical and practical contribution are elaborated and presented before conclusion.
Research Method

For the purpose of this analysis, a definition of adoption of electric vehicle is suggested as:

“The individual intention to adopt electric vehicle is because of their self-image motives, and mediates by pro-environmental, and pro-innovative. While TAM analysis covers consumer attitude, perceived usefulness, and ease of use.”

The benefits to adopt EV is not only to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and create greenhouse, but also to save the cost of transportation fuel consumption, received subsidies, and taxation cost in compare to the conventional one.

A review of academic literature has been undertaken in this research to understand the role of self-image toward adoption of electric vehicle and recognize the TAM analysis as the body of the research in this area. The researcher identifies the literature through Scopus database and google scholars. The keywords are electric vehicle adoption, sustainability, and TAM analysis. Papers are screened carefully and addressed based on the scope and object of the research. At the same time, a few random EV drivers were interviewed and surveyed about the experience of using electric vehicles.

This is qualitative research methods which attempt to understand the role of self-image as symbolic meaning of adoption of electric vehicle. However, the mediating role of pro-environmentalist and pro-innovativeness are also examined. Data were collected through in-dept interview with the drivers of electric vehicle in Jakarta. Finally, data were analyzed through qualitative content analysis, and then classified based on consumer categories.

![Fig. 1. Dynamic relationship diagram between self-image and EV adoption](source: The authors)

Results and Discussions

The findings of this research critically review the user of TAM analysis as the body of the knowledge concerning the environmental issues and innovativeness in the provision of EV adoption. While self-image described as symbolic meaning of products for early adopters (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022). Self-image reflects on how customers perceived usefulness, and ease of use of the products (Vafaei-Zadeh et al., 2022). Vafaei-Zadeh (2022) stressed on self-image with environmental issues such fuel saving energy and reduction of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. However, self-image could ensure the behavior intent while conforming their self-motives (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022) in choosing a specific product for symbol of meaning.

In the context of EV adoption, they are two types of motives namely pro-environmental motives and pro-innovative motives (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022). Foroughi et al., (2023) suggest pro-environmental individual may find better-suited alternative vehicle for their environment care and protection. Shanmugavel & Balakrishnan, (2023) study on e-vehicle finds some variable such as environmental knowledge, environmental concern, and environmental responsibility significantly impact behavior intention while aligned with personal norm. However, the study is just exhibited the positive relationship between environmental concern and behavioral intent (Upadhyay & Kamble, 2023). Looking at EV demand in the market, environmental issues plays an important role in buying decision of customers, because some of them are concern on the personal norm and social norm (Shanmugavel & Balakrishnan, 2023). Another research done by Hamzah & Tanvir, (2021) overcome pro-environment as self-interest in buying decision process. Both self-image and self-interest may be deemed to be highly skewed towards pro-environmental behavior of individual while deciding to EV adoption.
The study of EV adoption also consolidates pro-innovative as the dimension of self-images. The consumer often choose the technology and spec of products as an intelligent information for the user before prefer to buy (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022). Study done by Gulzari et al., (2022) suggest innovation with green experience of eco-friendly cars. Innovation may focus on quality and value offered to customer (Gulzari et al., 2022) at the same time enhancing brand position in market and EV industry. Another study done by (Habich-Sobieggalla et al., 2019) find battery charging time and live as innovation diffusion in EV technology. Consumers in Jakarta city, concern about the important of longer battery life (Habich-Sobieggalla et al., 2019) and driving range. Public charging infrastructure is considered to be social equity (Hopkins et al., 2023) in EV adoption, the study further discuss the charging point and cost which is accessible to every EV drivers in urban city.

Conclusions
The previous research on EVs adoption and self-image is just proposing the framework associated with symbolic meanings of EVs (Li, Wang, Gong, et al., 2022) but not clearly defining the user acceptance of technology. This research filled the gap. However, pro-environmentalist claimed environmental issues plays a viral role in customer buying decision as well as adoption of EVs in their homes. Pro-environmental its self can lead to behavior intent which related to their satisfaction of adopting EVs. In short, consumer intention to adopt EVs is significantly affect their attitude.

Today, with technology breakthrough, the benefits of electric vehicle will expand the user experience. Moreover, supported with the government financial incentives and tax subsidies will absolutely improve the consumer encouragement towards EVs adoption. The attitude followed by self-motives may increase the target sales of EVs marketers. Finally, the consumer will aware about future sustainable transportation and fulfill the need of their speed mobility. This research limit is self into the urban city mobility with environmental concern and innovation. To have better understanding of consumer adoption of EVs, future study must be generalized into larger scope such as provincial level with longitudinal study and differ the role of demographic factors such as gender, education, age, and family income, thus enriching our research findings.
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